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Abstract:

Introduction: Regulation of heat-induced stress in firefighters is of ever increasing importance. During prolonged periods of firefighting activity there is
a significant rise in the heat levels of the human body due to an increase in metabolism and the high temperature environment. The inability of
firefighters to dissipate bodily heat during live-burn activities would lead to adverse physiological consequences, including unconsciousness and cardiac
arrest. Thus, there is a need to ascertain the safe working duration for firefighting activities and to develop mechanisms to limit the increase in core body
temperature (Tc) for individual firefighters. In this study we utilize a computational Whole Body Model [1] to predict the time taken for Tc to reach the
critical value of 40 °C during firefighting activities. This model has been used previously to compute Tc and Tblood in cooling applications, cold water
immersion and exercise scenarios. Method: The method utilizes two equations simultaneously: a) the Pennes bioheat equation in the whole body, and b)
an energy balance equation to determine the change in blood temperature (Tblood) in relation to body temperature during firefighting activity. The
computational model was evaluated for firefighting activities in a simulated environment and the thermal response of the firefighter was analyzed. The
two major inputs to the computational model are the heart rate corresponding to the simulated activities and physiological details of the individual
firefighters. The results were validated with the variation in Tc measured during live-burn activities. Results: The Tc measured during experimental
live-burn activity shows that Tc reaches a steady state value of about 38.5 °C after 60 minutes when the firefighting suit is removed during the rest
periods. However, the Tc computed by the model under the same conditions, but with the firefighting suit worn continuously, reaches the critical value in
2 hours. Conclusion: The computational Whole Body Model was used successfully to predict the safe duration of exposure to firefighting activities
when continuously wearing the firefighting suit. With the help of this predictive model, it will be possible to accurately calibrate new generation
firefighting suits with cooling capabilities for mitigation of heat-induced stress in individual firefighters.
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